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MICMXIFF 4 

FEBRUARY 17 - 25, 2023 

MICMXIFF REGULATION 4 

REGULATIONS FOR PARTICIPANTS 

A. GENERAL RULES 

The MICMX International Film Festival seeks to promote and disseminate film production in Mexico and the 
world through the meeting and collaboration of its industries, the training of new talents and the 
dissemination of films from the region so that they can access a larger audience. 

For issues related to the global health emergency caused by COVID-19, the MICMXIFF will be held from 
February 17 to 25, 2023 in Mexico City, Mexico. 

B. SECTIONS AND ELIGIBILITY 

INTERNATIONAL FICTION FILM 

International fiction feature films made between 2021 and 2023. 

The official list of selected films will be defined by the Programming Directorate and the General 
Directorate of the MICMXIFF and the results will be published before the start of the Festival. 

Priority in the section will be given to national, international and world premieres. 

Minimum duration of 60 minutes with credits included. 

Feature films that have not previously been shown online, in public theaters, on television, or distributed on 
Blu-ray/DVD, internet streaming sites, social media, or VOD platforms.



MX DOCUMENTARY FEATURE FILM 

Mexican documentary feature films made between 2021 and 2023. 

The official list of selected films will be defined by the Programming Directorate and the 
General Directorate of the MICMXIFF and the results will be published before the start of 
the Festival. 

Priority in the section will be given to national, international and world premieres. 

Minimum duration of 60 minutes with credits included. 

Feature films that have not previously been shown online, in public theaters, on television, 
or distributed on Blu-ray/DVD, internet streaming sites, social media, or VOD platforms. 

INTERNATIONAL DOCUMENTARY FEATURE FILM 

International documentary feature films made between 2021 and 2023. 

The official list of selected films will be defined by the Programming Directorate and the 
General Directorate of the MICMXIFF and the results will be published before the start of 
the Festival. 

Priority in the section will be given to international and world premieres. 

Minimum duration of 60 minutes with credits included. 

Feature films that have not previously been shown online, in public theaters, on television, 
or distributed on Blu-ray/DVD, internet streaming sites, social media, or VOD platforms.



ANIMATED FEATURE FILM 

Animated feature films in any technique from anywhere in the world, made between 2021 
and 2023. 

The official list of selected films will be defined by the Programming Directorate and the 
General Directorate of the MICMXIFF and the results will be published before the start of 
the Festival. 

Priority in the section will be given to international and world premieres. 

Minimum duration of 60 minutes with credits included. 

Feature films that have not previously been shown online, in public theaters, on television, 
or distributed on Blu-ray/DVD, internet streaming sites, social media, or VOD platforms 

FICTION FILM/ DOCUMENTARY LGBTTTQ+ 

Fiction and documentary feature films from anywhere in the world that address issues 
related to the LGBTTTQ+ community, made between 2021 and 2023. 

The official list of selected films will be defined by the Programming Directorate and the 
General Directorate of the MICMXIFF and the results will be published before the start of 
the Festival. 

Priority in the section will be given to international and world premieres. 

Minimum duration of 60 minutes with credits included. 

Feature films that have not previously been shown online, in public theaters, on television, 
or distributed on Blu-ray/DVD, internet streaming sites, social media, or VOD platforms.



INTERNATIONAL FICTION SHORT FILM 

International fiction short films, made between 2021 and 2023. 

The official list of selected films will be defined by the Programming Directorate and the 
General Directorate of the MICMXIFF and the results will be published before the start of 
the Festival. 

Priority in the section will be given to international and world premieres. 

Maximum duration of 30 minutes with credits included. 

Short films that have not previously been shown online, public theaters, television, or 
distributed on Blu-ray/DVD, internet streaming pages, social networks or VOD platforms 

MX FICTION SHORT FILM 

Mexican fiction short films made between 2021 and 2023. 

The official list of selected films will be defined by the Programming Directorate and the 
General Directorate of the MICMXIFF and the results will be published before the start of 
the Festival. 

Priority in the section will be given to national, international and world premieres. 

Maximum duration of 30 minutes with credits included. 

Short films that have not previously been shown online, public theaters, television, or 
distributed on Blu-ray/DVD, internet streaming pages, social networks or VOD platforms.



ANIMATED SHORT FILM 

Animated short films in any technique from anywhere in the world, made between 2021 
and 2023. 

The official list of selected films will be defined by the Programming Directorate and the 
General Directorate of the MICMXIFF and the results will be published before the start of 
the Festival. 

Priority in the section will be given to national, international and world premieres. 

Maximum duration of 30 minutes with credits included. 

Short films that have not previously been shown online, public theaters, television, or 
distributed on Blu-ray/DVD, internet streaming pages, social networks or VOD platforms. 

SECTIONS OUT OF COMPETITION 

Through the call, international feature films that wish to be considered in the different 
out-of-competition sections may register. 

Guest Country: A selection of the best of the year's guest country is made for screening 
free of charge. 

Experimental Cinema: Expression through experimental cinema has led us to open more 
alternative spaces for the projection of these works, some museums are even part of the 
circuit. 

Music Video: With the rise of music and cinema more crowded in video clips, guest artists 
curate these projects to bring them or all our platforms.



EXHIBITION 

All the films selected for the MICMXIFF 4 must submit a final exhibition copy in digital 
DCP format, and Blue Ray. 

For the sections in competition, the films in Spanish must be subtitled in English; films in 
different languages must be subtitled in English and Spanish. 

The costs of the subtitles are paid by the person who makes the registration. 

REGISTRATION AND SELECTION 

Registration for MICMXIFF 4 will cost $5USD for feature films and $3USD for short films. 

All the materials are evaluated by a selection committee made up of specialists and 
people from the union chaired by the general direction of the MICMXIFF. 

To be considered, films must be submitted as follows: 

Fill out the registration form available on the page www.micmxiff.com and at https://
filmfreeway.com/MICMX 

The call opens on Monday, June 27, 2022 at 00:00 hrs. 

The closing date for feature films and short films will be Sunday, October 30 at 6:00 p.m. 

 Send link with final cut for online viewing. The link must be private and password 
protected. Physical copies are not accepted. 

Read and accept the conditions of participation stipulated in this call and in the 
regulations.



All selected films agree to send a viewing link to the final cut of the film to 
micmxiff@gmail.com once selected. 

The selected works may be part of the national and international exhibitions in which the 
MICMXIFF participates during 2023 - 2024. 

For more information, check the rules and regulations for participants at 
www.micmxiff.com or send an email to micmxiff@gmail.com 

AWARDS AND JURY 

The prizes awarded within the MICMXIFF reward talent, recognize and promote the 
artistic development of filmmakers, as well as encourage the strengthening of the 
audiovisual industry. 

The official award of the MICMX International Film Festival is the MICXOLOTL, a 
commemorative statuette that is awarded to the winners of the competing sections. 

In some categories, the statuette will be accompanied by a cash prize, from which the 
applicable taxes will be deducted according to the tax laws of Mexico City and the 
Federal Government as appropriate. 

The economic prize will depend on the financing and support of different government 
entities, so the amount stipulated in the call and regulations could be reduced or 
affected. 

 In case of any modification in the amount of the prizes, the registered films will be 
informed via email and through a communication that will be published on the page 
www.micmxiff.com 

The prizes for each section are made up as follows:



MX FICTION FEATURE FILM 
Sponsor prizes (team, rent, kind, cash) 
MICXOLOTL Award 
-Best film 
-Best Direction 
-Best Photography 
-Best Actor 
-Best actress 

INTERNATIONAL FICTION FILM 
Sponsor prizes (team, rent, kind, cash) 
MICXOLOTL Award 
-Best film 
-Best Direction 
-Best Photography 
-Best Actor 
-Best actress 

MX DOCUMENTARY FEATURE FILM 
Sponsor prizes (team, rent, kind, cash) 
MICXOLOTL Award 
-Best film 
-Best Direction 
-Best Photography 

INTERNATIONAL DOCUMENTARY FEATURE FILM 
Sponsor prizes (team, rent, kind, cash) 
MICXOLOTL Award 
-Best film 
-Best Direction 
-Best Photography



ANIMATED FEATURE FILM 
Sponsor prizes (team, rent, kind, cash) 
MICXOLOTL Award 
-Best film 

FICTION FILM/ DOCUMENTARY LGBTTTQ+ 
Sponsor prizes (team, rent, kind, cash) 
MICXOLOTL Award 
-Best film 
-Best Direction 
-Best Performance 

INTERNATIONAL FICTION SHORT FILM 
Sponsor prizes (team, rent, kind, cash) 
MICXOLOTL Award 
-Best film 
-Best Direction 
-Best Photography 

MX FICTION SHORT FILM 
Sponsor prizes (team, rent, kind, cash) 
MICXOLOTL Award 
-Best film 
-Best Direction 
-Best Photography 

ANIMATED SHORT FILM 
Sponsor prizes (team, rent, kind, cash) 
MICXOLOTL Award 
-Best film



The official awards will be announced at the end of the Festival by the international jury 
made up for each section, who will evaluate the artistic excellence of the films in 
competition. 

The jury will be made up of renowned professionals from the film industry and the cultural 
field. 

Its members will be nominated by the Organizing Committee. 

Each institution invited by the MICMXIFF will select and nominate its representative(s). 

Members of the MICMXIFF may be present at the deliberations of the juries but may not 
cast a vote. 

The final decision of the jury will be final. 

No official award may be declared void. 

 The awards for Best Film in each section cannot be declared ex aequo. 

In the event that the jury decides, honorable mentions and/or awards may be given to 
more than one film if it decides so (statuette only) 

 The Audience Award will be awarded to the film best rated by the audience 

The public will cast their vote during the public screenings. 

There are unofficial prizes awarded independently by institutions, associations and 
companies affiliated with the MICMXIFF. 

The sponsors of these awards will define their own system and operating regulations, the 
MICMXIFF has no influence on them.



CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION 

The General Directorate of the MICMXIFF will be the one to resolve any matter not 
covered by these regulations. 

These cases will be evaluated by the management and those responsible for the area 
involved. 

The registration and participation of a film implies full acceptance of these regulations 
and the dates stipulated in the Call. 

Failure to comply with one or more of its sections may imply the cancellation of 
participation in the MICMXIFF or the disqualification of the film in competition. 

The MICMXIFF has a zero tolerance policy against cases of disrespect, harassment or 
situations that put at risk the integrity of the guests in general, the organizing committee, 
the public and volunteers.

The MICMXIFF Management reserves the right to make any modification it deems pertinent to these regulations.
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